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ABSTRACT
Security is one of the major concerns for using multicast communications
in many Internet applications. This paper identifies and discusses various
issues related to secure multicasting. It reviews some requirements for
creating secure multicast sessions and gives an overview of existing secure
multicast schemes. The main security problem discussed is key
management. Taxonomy of various schemes that provide solutions to this
problem is given and new improved key distribution schemes are provided.
We expand the traditional two basic schemes, the single-group and single-
tree, into three new schemes: group-of-trees, tree-of-groups and tree-of-
trees. The performance of all these schemes is evaluated as a function of
the multicast group size.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multicast is one of the most efficient ways to distribute rich media

to multiple users simultaneously over the Internet. It is rapidly becom-
ing an important mode of communication in group-oriented services.
Multicasting has many applications, for instance in news groups, chat
rooms, teleconferencing, distance education, distributed databases. The
group size varies from a small chat group to a very large radio and
television broadcast group. In some cases one needs secure multicasting
for safe communication within the multicast group. Examples pay-per-
view, replicated databases, and chat session among military personnel.

The attacks on multicast security can be considered as part of a
general network security attacks. These are usually classified into two
useful categories, passive and active attacks. The passive attacks in-
volve eavesdropping or monitoring transmission while the active at-
tacks involve the modification of multicast stream of data or the cre-
ation of false stream of data. The requirements in designing secure
multicast sessions are to prevent these attacks. They include providing
confidentiality, authentication, data integrity, service protection against
denial of service attacks, key distribution, specialist requirements, ac-
cess control, and non-repudiation services.

The most important tool used in multicast security is cryptogra-
phy [1]. It provides confidentiality, the assurance that multicast data is
private to only the intended multicast group and authentication through
digital signatures and public-key certificates. Cryptography also pro-
vides data integrity, that is, data is not altered during transmission using
message integrity codes. To create a secure multicast session therefore,
depends on how best one protects the secret key material in these
schemes while preserving multicast efficiency for large groups.

The efficient use of keys in a group context is known as group key
management. In [2], a simple xor-based scheme is used to distribute the
group key but in general more work is needed to provide a scalable and
efficient key distribution schemes for secure multicast communications.

The two most common types of encryption are conventional (sym-
metric or single key) and the public-key (asymmetric or two-key) en-
cryption. The most popular symmetric encryption algorithms are the
data encryption standard (DES) and the triple data encryption algo-
rithm. The public-key encryption algorithms provide message authenti-
cation and integrity in addition to message confidentiality. The most
popular public-key encryption algorithms are the RSA and Diffie-
Hellman algorithms. The other two public-key algorithms are digital
signature standard (DSS) and the elliptic curve algorithms.

Next section describes the basic multicasting concepts and ser-
vices. In section three we give an overview of the traditional group key
distribution schemes and then describe our new key distribution schemes.
Section four is our conclusion.

2. MULTICAST SERVICES
IP multicast is defined in [4] as a transmission of an IP datagram to

a host group. Every multicast group has a group address for example, in
IPv4 a Class D IP address. The hosts in the group can receive and
transmit IP datagrams to and from the group address respectively.
Multicasting does not require the sender to be a member of the recipient
group. The groups have technically no group owner. The initiator of the
group may advertise the initial setup of the group through Session An-
nouncement Protocol [5] or Session Initiation Protocol [6] to poten-
tial participants. These initial announcements include the session secu-
rity association [7].

A host can join or leave a multicast group by using the Internet
Group Management Protocol (IGMP). This protocol enables the host
to notify its local router to forward all IP datagrams designated to the
multicast address to it. A message sent to a group address is replicated at
the routers and forwarded to group members on the network. A distribu-
tion tree is created with the routers each of whom maintains the state
information about all the interfaces of hosts receiving the multicast
packets. The only transport protocol that supports multicast is the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). It is an unreliable datagram service and
currently there are several experimental protocols built on top of UDP
to provide a more reliable end-to-end transport protocol for multicast
sessions. Among the experimental protocols are Scalable Reliable
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Multicast (SRM)[8] and Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP)
[9].

Factors influencing the provision of IP multicast security include
the group dynamics and size, multicast application type, security poli-
cies, and trust with entities that manage cryptographic keys. The
multicast application types are generally categorized as one-to-many,
many-to-many or many-to-one. In one-to-many applications a source
sends message to several receivers as in multimedia broadcasting of
stocks quotes, pay-per-view and in push technology. Security applica-
tions that use a centralized security policy tend to favor this category of
multicast applications. The lifetime of this group is usually long and the
group membership is dynamic with its size varying from several thou-
sands to a million. The recipient’s machines usually have limited re-
sources. The authenticity of the transmitted data is very important.

In many-to-one applications several sources send data to one re-
ceiver. These applications include resource discovery, data collection
and auction. They are favored by security policies that are based on
reversed centralized security architectures.

In many-to-many applications like video conferencing and distrib-
uted games, several sources send data to several recipients. These appli-
cations are favored by distributed security architectures. The group size
is usually small from several dozens to a hundred and is not very dy-
namic. Each member has similar size of computational resources. Au-
thenticity of data is very important.

IP multicast routing protocols [10, 11, 12] are used to route
multicast packets. They use the time-to-live field in the multicast packet
to determine how far to forward the packet. An experimental multicast
network with IP multicast test bed is the MBONE. It is a virtual network
with IP tunnels between multicast routers. IP datagrams are encapsu-
lated into a second IP datagram and sent to appropriate multicast rout-
ers as unicast datagram. MBONE uses an improved version of the Dis-
tance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP)[10] for routing its
datagrams. A second multicast routing protocol is the Core Based Tree
(CBT)[11] routing protocol. This protocol offers a scalable solution to
some key management schemes. Other multicast routing protocols in-
clude the Multicast extension to OSPF (MOSPF) defined in RFC 1584
and the Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) defined in RFC 2117.

Multicast applications can make use of IP Security (IPSec) tools to
provide security to multicast datagrams. IPSec [7] is an Internet secu-
rity layer architecture that makes available authentication, confidenti-
ality and key management mechanisms to applications that need it. It is
independent of application algorithms.

3. KEY DISTRIBUTION
In order to encrypt the data sent out during a multicast session,

every member of the receiver group must have a group key to decrypt
the data. The group key may be generated through all the members of
the group (called key agreement). It can also be generated by a collec-
tion of some group members, or by a trusted Key Distribution Center
(KDC). The group key is modified (re-key) if a new member joins the
group in order to prevent him from assessing previous session messages.
There is also a re-key if a member leaves the group so as to prevent the
member from assessing further session messages (member revocation).

In the key agreement schemes the re-key latency (delay) is very
large, and not suitable for highly dynamic multicast groups with frequent
re-key compared to the KDC models. The key agreement protocols are
suitable for many-to-many type of application. However, they are not
suitable for applications of the type one-to-many or many-to-one and
applications with a heterogeneous environment of varying bandwidth
and computation power.

If a symmetric encryption scheme is used to encrypt the data, then
all parties in the multicast group should know the shared key, including
those intending to send message to the multicast group. If an asymmet-
ric encryption is used instead, then the public keys of all the receiving
parties should be distributed to all the sending parties. On the average
the public key algorithms are much slower than the symmetric key
algorithms.

Two main areas of concern with respect to key management are
the initialization of the multicast group with a common net key and re-
keying the multicast group.

Classification of key distribution schemes
The two major classifications of key distribution architectures are

the single-tree scheme and the single-group scheme described below. We
introduced three more efficient schemes which are a combination of the
single-tree scheme and the single-group scheme.

Single-group schemes
In this scheme, keys are created by an initiator of the group or by

some centralized physical Group Controller (GC) and then delivered to
the group. Each user u

i
 stores a group key g and a unique key encryption

key k
i
. The GC stores the group key as well as a single key l that is used

to determine each users secret key k
i
 = h

l
(i). At a predetermined time all

the participants switch to the group key, which is updated by the GC,
after a predefined fixed time interval. During this time interval if a user
joins the group a new group key is multicast to the group using the old
group key and is privately sent to the new user using the user’s private
key k

i
 that is assigned by the GC. If a user leaves the group the GC sends

out a new group key to the rest of the group using their individual keys.
The distribution of the group key by the GC is O(1) during a join and
O(n) during a leave where n is the number of users. The O(n) complexity
during a leave can be reduced to O(1) in which case the participants will
have to extract their keys from a single message from the root [13].
Figure 1 shows a diagram of a single-group multicast group with a GC and
users a through i.

Group-of-groups schemes
This scheme is an extension of the single-group scheme. The group

controller generates a group key g with the members of the group or
without them. The GC transmits the key to the other members using
each user’s secret key k

i
. The group is divided into subgroups to reduce

the amount of packet transmissions sent out by the GC. Intermediary
Group Controllers (IGCs) are chosen from each subgroup to perform the
function of the GC for each local group. This scheme scales well but a lot
of work is needed when an IGC leaves the group. This key distribution
architecture is implemented in [13, 14, 15, 16, 18]. In [14] the key
distribution is based on core based tree multicast routing where the GC is
associated with the core router and the IGCs the other routers in the
tree. In Iolus scheme [16] each subgroup has in addition its own local
group key. In the scheme by Hardjono et al. [17] the group key is
common to the members of the entire group while the subgroups have
different intra-region group key as well as key management protocols.
In this scheme revocation is performed by the local IGC who also picks
a new group key for the entire group. The new group key is sent to the
other IGCs who in turn multicast it to their respective local group. The
number of communications during a revocation is O(n

i
) where n

i
 is the

size of the local group in which the revocation occurs. Figure 2 shows
this group with  controller GC, intermediary controllers A, B, C, D and
E, and group members a, ..., σ.

Single-tree schemes
This scheme attempts to provide secure removal of a compro-

mised user from a multicast group with some transmission and storage

Figure 1:  A Multicast Group with a Single Server (KDC)
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efficiency. The scheme is introduced by Wallner et al. [13] with some
extension in [18]. A rooted tree is created in which each leaf corre-
sponds to a user each of whom has a unique key with the root (the group
controller). The GC generates keys for every node in the tree and each
user stores the keys of the nodes along the path connecting the user to
the root. The keys stored by each user are transmitted to them through
some secure channel. It is also possible to transmit all the keys in one
message to the user and leaving the user to retrieve the node keys from
the message. The root key becomes the group key since all the users in
the group have it. The number of keys cached by each user is log

m
n+1

where n is the number of users and m the degree of the tree. The GC
stores all the keys in the tree which is (nm-1)/(m-1) for a full m-tree.

When a user joins the group the GC first multicast a new group key
to the group then adds a new node to the tree for the new user. The GC
sends the new group key and the keys for all the nodes along the path
from the new user to the root, to the new user.

When a user leaves the group, the GC generates new keys for all the
nodes whose keys the user possesses. Each node key is multicast to the
sub-tree to which it is the root. The number of message transmissions
required during a key revocation is md ≅  mlog

m
n for an m-nary tree of

depth d with n users. The minimum message transmission occurs at m =
e = 2.71828. Since m is an integer the minimum occurs when m = 3. The
number of required messages transmissions can be given as O(log

m
n).

Figure 3 shows a 3-nary tree with root A, intermediary nodes B, C, ..., M,
and user nodes O, P, ..., o.

Group-of-trees scheme
In this scheme, the nodes corresponding to each user in the single-

group scheme are replaced by the root nodes of single-tree schemes.
The root nodes become the IGCs of their local single-tree schemes. We
proposed that each local group have its own local session key g

i
, which

the IGC uses to multicast to the local group. Each IGC also stores a key
IGC

key
 which it uses to multicast to the other IGCs and an overall multicast

session key g. Let the ith subgroup be made up of n
i
 users and m

i
 be the

degree of the tree in the subgroup. As a consequence each user in the
local group stores log

mi
n

i
 + 2 keys and the IGC stores (m

i
n

i
-1)/(m

i
-1) +

2 keys for a full tree.

During a user revocation, the local IGC creates a new overall ses-
sion key g for the entire multicast group. The IGC uses the single-tree
protocol to update g

i
 for its local group and then multicasts g to the

local group. The local IGC then multicast g to the other IGCs using the
multicast key IGC

key
. The IGCs in turn multicast the new session key g to

their local groups. The number of message transmission by the local IGC
is m

i
d

i
 + 1 where d

i
 is the height of the m-nary tree in the local group.

The addition of a new user is done by the local IGC. The local IGC
creates and distributes a new session key g for the whole group by first
using the single-tree scheme to update the local session key g

i
 for the

local group and later g. The local IGC multicasts g to the other IGCs
which in turn multicast it to their respective local groups.

Tree-of-groups scheme
In this scheme, each leaf node in a single-tree hierarchy scheme is

replaced by a single-group of n
i
 users. The leaves in the single-tree

scheme correspond to IGCs. Each IGC has its local group key g
i
 and a

key IGC
key

 used to multicast to the other IGCs. During a user revocation
a similar protocol used in single-group scheme is used to update the local
g

i
 and then g for the local group. The local IGC uses the IGC

key
 to

multicast g to the other IGCs which is then multicast to their respective
local groups. The number of message transmission by the local IGC
during a revocation is n

i
 + 1. The ICG stores n

i
 + 2 keys whereas each

user stores 3 keys.

Tree-of-trees scheme
The leaves in a single-tree scheme become the root of other single-

tree schemes and IGCs of the multicast group. The overall tree can be
considered as a large single-tree. The large single-tree can be unbalanced.
The IGCs stores the keys g

i
 for each local group, the key IGC

key
 which is

used to multicast to the other IGCs and the (m
i
n

i
-1 )/(m

i
-1) keys for the

nodes in the local tree. Each user stores log
mi

n
i
 + 2 keys.

A revocation is handled in a similar way as in the methods above.
The local IGC updates the g

i
 and g for its local group and multicasts g to

the rest of IGCs. The other IGCs in turn multicast g to their respective
local groups. The number of transmissions is m

i
log

mi
n

i
 + 1. The level in

the large single-tree at which the nodes are considered ICGs could be
chosen so as to minimize the amount of transmissions by the IGCs
during a revocation and the storage size at both the ICGs and the users.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we identified various fundamental issues related to

secure multicasting and the factors influencing the design of IP multicast
security key distribution schemes which include the group dynamics and
size, multicast application type, security policies, and trust with entities
that generate, distribute and manage the cryptographic keys. The most
important issue we have discussed in this paper is group key manage-
ment schemes.  We have expanded the two main existing schemes for
key management, namely the single-group scheme and the single-tree
scheme, by introducing three new schemes: group-of-trees, tree-of-groups
and tree-of-trees.  These new schemes are intended to handle multicast
groups with very large number of users. We have formulated the number
of messages and storage requirements of all these schemes in terms of
the group size. However, our theoretical complexity analysis were de-
rived under the idealistic assumption of having the distribution trees full
and balanced which may not reflect the actual practical dynamics of
group formations. A detailed simulation-based model and performance
measurements are required to offer more realistic and practical results of
our proposed scalable schemes.
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